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So, after the group members heard about it, they were all very excited and
couldn’t wait to go to the pier to open their eyes.

However, how do they know that at this moment, this freighter has already
made all the preparations before departure,

Just waiting for their special group of passengers to board!

Late at night, the Vancouver port terminal is as busy as it is during the day.

Large ports are basically running 24 hours a day, so even late at night, the
lights are still on,

A large number of trucks carrying containers are constantly going in and out,

And the dock is constantly loading and unloading cargo to docked ships.

Therefore, the vehicles that came to the pier one after another did not cause
too much alarm.

Guided by the members of the Italian group, Joseph arrived at the port first,

And then easily took down a 1,000-ton dilapidated freighter at the dock of a
small ship.

Onboard this freighter were eight members of the Italian group, as well as
three young women who had been kidnapped.
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Together with the two that Joseph and the others drove over,

There were a total of five young women kidnapped by the group and ready to
be sent to the high seas this evening.

Joseph conducted a surprise interrogation of the group on the old cargo ship,

And found that the actual leader of the group was an Italian named Francesco
Ricci.

And this Francesco, it turns out, is Andres’ brother.

According to Francesco’s confession, they had planned to set sail for the high
seas at three o’clock this morning,

And meet the ships that came to pick up the goods at a specific location on
the high seas.

After the meeting, the other party would first pick up the girls,

And as for the transaction money, they would only pay the money to the Italian
group after they had disposed of the girls.

After that, Joseph directly brought all these people to the freighter that Charlie
bought,

And inside this freighter, at this time, there were more than a hundred soldiers
of Cataclysmic Front,

Just waiting for the Italian group to come to the door and ambush.

When Andre arrived at the pier with Charlie and his men,
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The convoy had expanded from less than ten cars at the beginning to at least
seventy to eighty cars, like a gluttonous snake.

Many of the men who received orders to drive to the pier alone or in groups of
three or five,

After meeting Andre’s convoy, joined the convoy directly, so the size of the
team went all the way up, expanding all the way.

By the time they arrived at the pier, the convoy had stretched for nearly a
kilometer.

Charlie bought the cargo ship, with the declaration of empty departure, so not
docked at the loading dock,

So that the location is relatively much calmer than the loading area.

Most of the ships docked around were cargo ships that had not yet started
lining up for loading, so the ships were all dark.

On the other hand, Charlie’s 15,000-ton freighter was lit up at this time.

Looking from far below, one could see signs of personnel activity on the deck
and inside the bridge.

It does look as if it is about to set sail, and these personnel, it seems very
much like the crew is making preparations before setting sail.

Andre looked at the huge cargo ship stopped in front of him, deep in his heart
excited, muttered:

“This ship is really fcuking big!”
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At this time, he could not wait to get on board and stand on the bow of the
ship and shout,

“I am the king of fcuking Vancouver!

With such a ship, the strength of his group can also be improved a great deal,

And in the future, many things can also be carried out in the name of the
shipping business!

The Italian group that he rules, in the whole of Vancouver, can only be
considered a second-tier gang,

Although he has always had the ambition to go to the next level, but simply
could not find the way.

But now everything is different.

With this ship, the group has more possibilities and a broader space.

Maybe, this ship is the place where his dream begins!

Thinking of this, his heart was even more impatient.
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